The enhancements and updates listed below will be available in the online claims system beginning on Monday, June 12.

**Auto-population of Claimant Attorney information:**

When adding the Law Firm Information for the Claimant’s Attorney, once you select the law firm name from the drop down field, the system will now automatically populate the mailing address, telephone (if available), and email (if available) with the standardized law firm information the VCF maintains about the law firm. If the information is incorrect, you can still edit any of the fields. You will still need to populate the attorney’s name and answer the correspondence question.

Once you select from the list:
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The fields identified below will be automatically populated:
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*Please note: if you have any changes to the standardized law firm information (that auto-populates), including a standard/default telephone number or email, please contact the VCF Helpline.
Clarified VCF uploaded documents in View Documents:

In the past, the system has displayed a variety of different user names associated with documents that were uploaded by the VCF (including SSIS, CMS Upload, etc.). This was causing confusion about who was uploading documents to the claim. We have changed this so that all documents added by the VCF, including those submitted by mail and ingested into the system, will be labeled as “Added by VCF Upload” in the “Uploaded By” column.

Revised “Listing of Claimants and Deceased Individuals”

The Special Master is authorized under the regulations to publish a list of individuals who have filed a claim with the September 11th Victim Compensation Fund on behalf of a deceased individual, as well as the names of the deceased individuals on whose behalf a claim has been filed. This list has been revised to now include those who have amended a personal injury claim to notify the VCF that the victim is now deceased.

Additionally, a supplemental list will be posted for a period of 90 days. This supplemental list contains the names of deceased individuals on whose behalf a claim was filed in the past and whose name was not previously published. This list also contains the names of those who amended personal injury claims to notify the VCF that the victim is now deceased and whose name was not previously published at the time the amendment was submitted.
Added information showing the user who submitted Amendments for a claim
The Amendments screen will now display the name of the user who submitted each amendment.

Corrected issue with claim sorting:
The “Most Recent Correspondence” column is now sortable by date using the small arrow icon.